BOYKIN SPANIELS FOREVER

Waggin Tails

Above: Ralph - Misty Bost

Top: Hollow
Creek’s Bentley
refereeing a
game of Clue,
Right: Enjoying
the patio. - Ann
and Carl Krauth
of Milton, GA

Above & Left:
Molly - David
and Robyn
D’ Agresta of
Tampa, FL

Above: Hollow Creek’s
Tobee - Pat Crider of St. Louis, MO
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BOYKIN SPANIELS FOREVER

“Let Me Out!”
Hollow Creek’s Shiloh (above & cover) - We recently spent a long weekend with friends in Pennsylvania’s most remote wilderness, known as the Pennsylvania Wilds, where three state forests run together in an area teaming with
wildlife. These picture were taken during Shiloh’s first water retrieving exercise. She was driven to say the least!
I hope you don’t regret letting her go after thinking of holding her from the litter reservations. She really is a special
Boykin. Patty calls her “Love-muffin” (gag)! At least I’ve staved off the rhinestone collar (so far)! Rest easy - when she
and I are outside or in the field, she turns on, instantly reverting to the classic sport dog that she is. I suppose this is
a classic example of one benefit of the breed, being able to adapt to both family and field life, without compromising
ability.
Bird training has stalled just a bit because life happens. A friend has two live chuckers that he is cooping for me. Her
first live exercise with small game and gunfire is coming soon, as she is not gunshy and ready to associate booms with
birds. Bird season is coming in Fall. We will be out there, both gushing with enthusiasm, regardless of her nickname!
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Left & Right: Hollow
Creek’s Mojo’s Magic
“Tricky”
- Aaron Kidd of GA
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- Joe and Patty LaMonica of Pittsburgh, PA

